Business Services Filing Fees

Effective 4-9-16

I. CORPORATIONS

Domestic Filings Articles of Incorporation
Profit.......................................................... $70.00
Nonprofit.................................................... $20.00
Reinstatement:
For profit corporations, the $30.00 filing fee, plus an additional fee of $35.00
Per year for each year of delinquent annual reports
Nonprofit corporations ........................................... $10.00
Articles of Correction........................................ $15.00
Articles of Amendment........................................ $15.00
Restated Articles............................................. $15.00
Articles of Merger............................................. $20.00
Articles of Dissolution....................................... $15.00
Revocation of Dissolution.................................. $15.00
Domestic Business Trust.................................... $70.00

Foreign Filings Certificate of Authority
Profit.......................................................... $70.00
Nonprofit ..................................................... $20.00
Amended Certificate of Authority .................. $20.00
Withdrawal................................................... $15.00
Registration of name (per year)......................... $10.00
Renewal of name registration (per year)........... $10.00
Foreign Business Trust................................... $70.00

Both Domestic and Foreign Filings
Name Reservation.......................................... $10.00
Transfer/Cancellation of Reserved Name ............ NO FEE
Cancellation of Foreign Name Registration ........ $15.00
Statement of Change- registered office, agent or both..... NO FEE
Annual report prior to April 15th...................... $20.00
Annual report after April 15th......................... $35.00
Certificate of Existence (Domestic).................. $5.00
Certificate of Authority (Foreign).................... $5.00
Certificate of Fact.......................................... $15.00
Any other statements, bylaws or reports .......... $15.00

II. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES

Domestic Filings
Articles of Organization ................................ $70.00
plus $50.00 for each series member named in the series LLC
Articles of Correction...................................... $15.00
Articles of Amendment.................................... $15.00
Restated Articles........................................... $15.00
Articles of Merger......................................... $20.00
Application for Reviver.................................. $15.00
Articles of Termination.................................. $15.00

Reinstatement of involuntarily dissolved limited liability company ........ $35.00
plus an additional fee of $35.00 per year for each year of delinquent
annual reports
Certificate of Existence ................................ $5.00

Foreign Filings
Certificate of Authority .................................... $70.00
plus $50.00 for each series member named in the series LLC
Amended Certificate of Authority .................. $15.00
plus $50.00 for each series member named in the series LLC
Withdrawal................................................... $15.00
Registration of Name (per year)....................... $10.00
Renewal of Name Registration (per year).......... $10.00

Both Domestic and Foreign Filings
Name Reservation.......................................... $10.00
Transfer/ Cancellation of Name Reservation ...... NO FEE
Statement of Change- registered office, agent or both...... NO FEE
Annual report prior to April 15th...................... $20.00
Annual report after April 15th......................... $35.00
Any other statement or report ....................... $15.00

III. LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIPS

Registration of Limited Liability Partnership ........ $20.00
Partnership agreement or statement of partnership authority .... $20.00
Renewal of Registration.................................. $20.00
Amendment to Registration............................ $20.00
Reservation of Name..................................... $10.00
Cancellation of Registration............................ NO FEE
Filing of any other statement or report ............ $15.00

IV. ASSUMED BUSINESS NAME

Registration of Assumed Business Name ............ $20.00
Partnership Agreement/Statement of Partnership Authority .... $20.00
Renewal of Registration.................................. $20.00
Amendment to Registration............................ $20.00
Reservation of Name..................................... $10.00
Cancellation of Registration............................ NO FEE
Filing of any other statement or report ............ $15.00
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V. LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS
Certificate of Domestic Limited Partnership ............................................. $20.00
Certificate of Authority of Foreign Limited Partnership ........................... $20.00
Certificate of Renewal of Limited Partnership ............................................. $15.00
Amendment of Limited Partnership ......................................................... $15.00
Reservation of Limited Partnership Name ................................................... $10.00
Transfer of Name Reservation ................................................................. NO FEE
Change of specified agent and/or address ............................................. NO FEE
Correction or Cancellation of Limited Partnership .................................... $15.00
Application for Reinstatement ................................................................ $15.00
Any other statement or report ............................................................... $15.00

VI. TRADEMARKS
Registration of mark .................................................................................. $20.00
Plus $20 for each additional class
Renewal of mark .................................................................................. $20.00
Assignment of mark ............................................................................. $20.00
Cancellation of mark ............................................................................. $20.00
Filing any other statements ................................................................. $20.00

VII. MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS CHARGES
Certificate of Fact .......................................................................................... $15.00
On-line Certificate of Fact ......................................................................... $15.00
Certified copy of any document .............................................................. $10.00
Documents/copies returned by fax .......................................................... $ 5.00
24 Hour Priority handling for all documents ........................................... $20.00
1 Hour Expedite filing for all documents ................................................ $100.00
Any certificate not otherwise provided for .............................................. $15.00
Copy of all filed trademarks per month .................................................. $100.00
Miscellaneous business entity reports .................................................... $80.00
Amendment of designation of registered agent for pesticide license ...... $5.00
Surety bond, cashier’s check, or certificate of deposit ......................... $15.00
Amendment of surety bond, cashier’s check, or certificate of deposit .... $5.00
Business alert (watch list) ........................................................................ $50.00 per year
Bulk data for corporation records varies according to data type and number of documents. Please see the Secretary of State’s web site.
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